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Monday, May 23, 1966

NEW MEXICO f,OBO

Listen
to KNMD
CASA BUON
APPETITO
ITALIAN DINNERS EXCLUSIVELY

DIAL 344-3182
Reservations Advisable
Di11ner 5;00 to 9:30 p.m.
Sunday Dinner Noon to 9 p.m.
Closed Monday

219 CLAREMONT NW

Special Announcement
10% discount on
presentatio11 of I.D,
Includes oil braod
name merchandise.

Lasting Gifts
Stereo Tapes
ClassicalPopular-

Jazz-

from $4.95

STEREOKitsPhonos

Tape Recorders

SOUND by

Near the University
3011 MONTE VISTA NE
(at the Triang (e)
255-1695

Luncheon Planned
By Mortar Board
Mortar Board, senior women's
honorary, has announced the annual Mortar Board coffee and
luncheon being planned for
seniors.
Friday, June 10, the honorary
will serve its traditional coffee

WANT ADS
CLASSlFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 Jine ad., 65c-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on dny before
publication to Room 159, Student Publicatio!ls Building. Phone ~77-4002 or 277-4102.
FOR SALE
SUMMER WESTERN REVIEW. Focus
on Youth. Pre-M~ritnl Se~. Cnm})us
Rebels. Trends in Student Writing-. New
Directions in Art. Twenty~fivc Young
Artists. Bracero Labor. N.M. Place
Names, Psycho-analysis and the Biographer. Sex in Fiction Today, Denn
Rusk on Viet Nnm. Willard Wirtz. Dorothy Cline. T. Phillip Wolf. Joseph
Montoya. Thomas Morris. .One Dollar.
Associated Students Book Store.
BACK scat for VW bus. Good condition
$75,00. Plain hollow core door, $4.00:
•
Call 243-4721.
1959 VESPA Motorscooter. Needs minor
repairs, '66 plates. Extras. Cheap. Call
James Lyons, 268-7268.
3 PIECE Sectional corner bookcase, cap·
ncity 50 to 60 books. $15. Call Vina
Bridger, 2108 Eton SE, nt 243-4630.
1962 MONZA Coupe for sale. 4 speed
radio, heater, all new tires. $750. Cali
277-4406 or 248-0400.
MOTORCYCLE, 1964 BSA 175cc, 4,000
miles, better than new .. Perfect !or SJ>ring
& Summer trips and school. $300. Call
277-5321 or 268-7736.
SMITH-CORONA "Sterling" portable-typewriter wjth case.. Exrce1Jent con-dition ..
$50a See at Room 159, Student PubJicn..
tions Building, 277-4002. 5/2, 4, 5, 6.
FOR RENT
ATTRACTIVE furnished efficiency apartment, spacious, newly decorated. Privata
bath, vrivato entrance. Carpeted. Suitable for faculty or staff member, 5 blocks
from campus. $80 per month. Call 2437297, 5/16-23.
SUMMER sublet. Furnished house, 1 bedroom, 3 blocks from University. $60 per
month. Prefer female. Call 242-6776. 5/16,
18, 19.
.

honoring graduating women in
the Desert Room of the Union.
Service begins at 8:30 a.m.
The same day at 12;30 p.m., the
luncheon given by graduating
Mortar .Boa1·d members in honor
of. their parents will be served at
the La Hacienda.
Nearly 400 graduating women
are expected at the Friday breakfast and resel'Vations should be
made with Elizabeth Elder, administrative assistant to the
deans of men and women.
New officers of Mortar Board
are Diana Moeller, president;
. Mary Louise Kinne, vice president; Elizabeth Davies, secretary;
Mary Jo Veatch, treasurer; Nikki

Brown, editor, and Janie Stowers,
historian. Mrs, Marge Solenberger, directol' of the UNM News
Bureau, is new faculty advisor.

Lobo Advertisers
Patronize

by

-

NEED GLASSES? Prescriptions filled, :repair service. Prescription Sunglasses.
Casey Optical, 4312 Lomas NE. Phone
255-6329. 5/13-23.
FLYING students check our new lower
rates. Ask about the $5.00 introductory
offer. Many additional features at no
extra cost. Call Southwestern Skyway"•
HELP WANTED
TEACHERS wanted, Southwest, entire
We;t & Alaska. Beginning .salary varies
from $5000 in New Mexico to $7000 in
Alaska. Southwest Teachers Agency.
1303 Central NE
(May)
TRANSPORTATION
.
CALIFORNIA bound 1 Need female passenger to share driving. l'rlu.st be quaJi ..
fled driver.. _Leaving June H to Santa
lJarhara and north to San Francisco.
Call Miss J. Daca-ollice 277·4224 .. Home
255-0584.

I '

Ia PLANTE GALLERY
3009 Central N. E.

,

Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed
computer for a Iive, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.

CONSTRUIJ'!10N IS UNDER·
WAY on the University of New
Mexico's new basketball arena
in Albuquerque. The arena,
scheduled for the opening of
the 1966-67 seasQn, will ~at .· ·
15,000 fans b¢fow groutj4 .level. : · ,
A. total pf 55,000 y'~rds qf ~rth
will be removed :durilllti eon- ' '
struction with. the fortytthird: : ·
row at grou,nd levet The roof , ,
of the latest addition ,
the , r .
University of New Mexico cam· ' '
pus covers 2.3 acl'es.

to

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.

UBonking Facility
Will Open July 1
'·

Other travelers checks
are every bit as good as
First National City Banks
. ..until you lose them!
I

-,.~~

Going to swing this vacation? Don't take losable. ~~~h. Tak~ First National City t;~~~l
<:~~
You ,can cash them anywhere. But their big advantage is a faster refund system. ~ee c b=~~:

rs h

checks, you don't have to worry. There are .more
than 20,000 places around the world authorized
to give you a Fast refund-rigl1t on the spot!
First National City travelers checks come from
the leader in world-wide banking, and have
been in use over 60 years. They are known and
accepted in more than a million shops, hotels,
restaurants, air terminals, etc., the world over,
Next time you travel, insist on First National
City travelers checks.
They cost just one cent per dollar
..

First National City Bank Travelers Ch~cks
ANHEUSER· BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWAI!K • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON

Sold by banks ~we.wwtle.re
UtMlltft Ft.otnAt. DtrO~If III~U!U./10£ tOrll•onATIOif

I:

Sessio.o~

,sta~s Monday

,"

,St'~~ent !Number

~0~~u~::i &pe~ted to Goin,

Your ideal date - such a person exists, of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control r.omputer
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
background as computer science makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be excltlna and
highly acceptable.
'
J\11 five of your ideal dates will lie dell&lttfuf, ID
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.

Other leading travelers checks, like First
National City travelers checks, can be cashed
all over the world.
But if you think all travelers checks are alike,
you may be in for a rude shock if you should
lose your checks.
With other leading travelers checks, elaborate
and time-consuming inquiries often have to be
made. It may be days-even weeks-before you
get your money back. Who wants to wait?
But, if you lose First National City travelers

I

f ••

:[o Begin .}ftq£lday:

First artist of the U.S. Winged Wild.

Timothy Glaacy Fianey
finally found a beer
he-and his growing
circle of friends could really rally 'round.

'

Summer

OLD TOWN

After 11 years of looking,
'

i/'

SEE INDIANS MAKE
TURQUOISE JEWELRY

\

Found:

'

COVERED WAGO

FURNISHED Houses & Apartmenls. 212
Cornell SE, 4 bedroom, $100; 221 Princeton SE, 2 bedroom, $100 ; 209 Stanford
SE, 3 bedroom, $85; 220 %C Columbia
SE, 1 bedroom, $55~ Pay own utilities.
Open durins:: day - investigate at your
convenience. (May).

writer Scr\•icc. 2217 CoaJ SE1 phone
243-058H.
PERSONALS
GREETING cards for every oceasion. Contemporary, Graduation. Father's Dny ..
Also Quality Wedding Invit.~tions. Gresham's House of Hallmark, 3501 Lomas
NE.

EXICOLOBO

ALEXANDER WILSON

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales &. Tcpair~ Slleeial
rates to UNM students on aU machines
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Typ.,.:

-.-.-~~.::\. I

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Listen
to KNMD
Exhibition

EW

-

-----

When the Ameriean Bank of
Commerce opens its New Mexico
Union branch .here July 1, it will
achieve a 'first' among the 650
student union centen on college
campuses in the U.S.
According to Mr. William Bierbaum, Union direetur, UNM will
be the first college to locate a
banking facility wit)).in the building. "Other schools have banks
on or adjacent to c)ampus," Bierbaum stated, "but not within the
union, itself.''
New Union Opened in '59
UNM's present Union opened
its doors in September, 1959, and
is now one focal point of the
University.
Bierbaum revealed that the
idea of establishing a bank in the
Union had been discussed for
thl'ee or four year~;~ before UNM
officials decided to award a branch
facility to ABC this past spring.
"All along we have been cashing students' checks as one of
the Union facilities," . Bierbaum
said. "But it was felt that a bank
which could handle this, plus the
many other banking services we
could not offer, would be much
more acceptable.
Bank Facility Needed
"It was logical to believe that
students would deal more often
with a bank, and thus add one
more facility to the many on
campus. UNM has its own news•
paper, its own government, and
housing, so why not a bank?" he
added.
The UNM branch of the American Bank of Commerce, to be
located on the Union ground floor
between the games area and bookstore, is scheduled to open July
1. Construction has been underway for the past 20 days.
ABC President J, Hugh Funk
announced that the branch's
manager -will. be George Zarris,
a UNM graduate student, who.
will receive his MA in Business
Administration next J'une.

Regional First

Forensic Contest
To Be Held Here

Contest Entrant
Tells of N.Y. Trip

It's a big first for UNM-and,
for that matter, for the Southwest. For the first time since its
origin in 1931, the National
Forensic League will hold its National ffigh Speech Tournament
at a .southwestern university.
The 1966 tournament begins
.June 27 at UNM: and will last
until .June 30. Some 320 hlgh
school students, :representing 38
states, will compete in seven categories.
The categories include debate,
boys' extemporaneous speaking,
girls' extemporaneous speaking,
oratory, dramatic interpretation,
radio speaking, and impromptu
speaking.
First-Place Winners
Penni Adrian, UNM publicity
director for the tournament, said
that all the participants were
first place winners in either state
or regional contests.
Students from some 2000 high
schools began the competition last
October. The national winners
will be chosen on Thursday.
Miss Adrian said that many of
the students were very excited
about coming to New Mexico for
the tournament. She said that the
group from Pennsylvania was especially happy that the train they
would arrive on was just like
every other train and not, as they
had suspected, a stagecoach.
City Represented
Albuquerque has four students
(Continued on page 6)

"It was great fun, because of
the girls you met-really great
pepole," said Karen Schoen describing her trip to New York as
UNM's renresentative in the National CoUege Queen Contest.
The 18:Year-old .art m~jor took
first place .fir the Home Econo!!'irs
event. Slle · was judged on her
cooking, interior decoration ability, and her ironing.
"The whole thing was a wonderful experience,' said Miss Schoen.
She said that she hoped the LOBO
would continue to sponsor candidates.
While in Ne.w York for the contest, Miss Schoen attended some
five plays, including the Broadway
bit, "Superman.''
She and the 49 other girls also
attended a show at the famed
Latin Quarter and wel'e feted at
Sardi's and the Tavern-on-theGreen.
A reception was held for the
candidates at the American Embassy. Later, foiiowing a 25-year
motorcade up Fifth Avenue, the
girls were taken on a tour of the
United Nations.
Miss Schoen graduated from
Highland High School in 1965.
She is presently a member of
Spurs and was Vice President of
her pledge class of Delta Delta
Delta Sorority.
The National College. Queen
Contest, which• has been held for
the past 12 years, was won by
Vicki L. Lieberstein of UCLA.

Summer

The following events have been
scheduled as activities for the
1966 Summer Session at UNM.
'They are open to all UNM summer students, faculty, and dependenb.
- For June, there will be a Reg. :istration Dance from 8 to 1(),p.m.
iJn the Union Terrace on Saturday ;June 25th. The "DowntJeats"
will provide the music and the ad·mission is 20 cents per person. On
--,·Monday, June 27) the first of this
·
.;
_,. years• Lecture under the .Stars
UN~( 'has been designated a ·. will ..present Dr. John Furbay,
test center for the Nationat · who Will lecture ori "Survival in
Teacher Examinations July tilth. a Divided World.''·
The exams will be open to college
Series Presented
seniors preparing to teach and
For July, the summer program
also to teachers applying for jobs will include three film series prein school systems requiring NTE sentations which will be shown in
scores.
the Union theater at 6 and 8 p.m.
Further information may be The film fare series will present
obtained from the UNM testing "Flower Drum Song" on July
center.
1st, "Take Her She's Mine" on

Teachers' Exams
To Beg.ln July '16.

By John. Furbay

MacGregor Says

The 1966 ''Lecture Under the
Stars" series, sponsored by the
UNM Summel' Session will get
underway at 8 p.m. Monday, June
27.
Dr. John Furbay, head of TransWorld Airlines Air World education program, will lead off the
series with a discussion on "Survival in Divided World." He has
appeared in the lecture series on
previous occasions.
Is Distinguished Scholar
A fellow of the Royal Geographic society of London, the Royal
Anthropological Society, and the
National Geographic Society, Dr.
Furbay spent several years as
Senior International Specialist in
the U.S. Office of Education.
He also served as President of
the College of West Africa for
three years.
The series will continue on
July 11 with. a talk by Dr. Harold
D. Meyer, chairman of the physical education department at the
University of North Carolina. Dr.
Meyer's lecture will be titled "Impact of Leisure on American Society!' He is also a member of
UNM's 811DlDler session faculty.

Registration for the 1966 summer session begins at 8 a.m. Saturday, and J. C. MacGregor, Director of Admissions and Registrar, said that enrollment is expected be up slightly over last
year's 4616 total.
Approximately 160 resident
faculty and 50 guest faculty will
conduct courses dul'ing the eightweek period, which begins June
27.
Law Not Offered
Only the School of Law will not
be offering coul'ses this summer.
Dr. Harold Ried, Director of
Summer Session, said that the
courses offered were primarily
those which would allow students
to speed up the graduation process, teachers to renew their
teaching certificates, and high
school graduates to take remedial
courses before entering in the
fall.
The summer program also includes a number of vocational
courses which are not offered during the regular school year:
570 Expected
Enrollment for the pre-session
workshops was estimated at

TraYel FilJil Plamted

abou.t !illO students. Koat of the

A travel film on London will be workshops ended this week, but
presented J'uly 18 by wmiam several more are Sc:heduled :.•'lor
Gowan who is associate director later in the summer.
of the National Audubon Society.
Included in the list of guest pro.John Logan of San Francisco fessors is Dr. Guy Duckworth,
State College will deliver the lec- professor of music at Northwestture on .July 25. His subject will ern University, Evanston, Ill. He
be ''Poetry and the Poet.''
will conduct a workshop from
"Interpretation of Democracy'' June 27-July 1, as well as a daily
is the subject of Professor David piano- workshop.
lf'.nntinttP!I on nave 2)
MIT Prof to Teach
Dr. Stephen H. Crandall, professor of mechanical engineering
at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, is returning to UNM
as a guest professor in advanced
topics in probabilistics mechanics.
Also among the university's
number of returning guest proThe University Summer Orchis Dr. A. M. Freudenthal,
estra will present a concer,t on fessors
professor of civil engineering at
Aug. 5. The program will include
Holst's "The Planets.'' Various Columbia University.
(Continued on page 2)
instrumentalists,
particularly
string-players, are needed for this
'
performance.
The summer rehearsals will be
on Thursday evenings, from 7 to
10 p.m.,"starting June 30.
Students of ail departments who
are interested should contact the
The government of India is givconductor of the Summer Orch- ing UNM professor Fl'ank Hibestra, Kurt Frederick, by call- ben a commendation crediting
ing 344-3696.
him with saving the lives of 500
persons.
Dr. Hibben, and anthropology
professor and well known big
game hunter, earned the commendation for killing the "Jaitpuri tigress," which had been terfor 1966, will teach the four sec- rorizing Indian villagers at Jaittions of lessons on July 6tb, 13th, puri.
The tigress had killed a num"
2oth, and 27th. They will be held
ber of villagers and was preying
in the Lobo Room.
There will be bowling tourna- on domestic buffalo and goats.
ments on the Wednesday even• The loss of just one buffalo eo\tld
ings of July 13th, 20th, and 27th, mean the death of an Entire Inin the games area of the Union; dian family, as the villagers deinterested pel'!iOns are asked to pend almost entirely ort 'their domestic animals for food.
contact Bub Henry.
Dr. Hibben was traveling in
A Rock and Roll dance has been
scheduled at 8 p.m. in the Union India as an adviser to a U.S.
for July 6th, a Folk Festival for State Department economic de·
July 7th at 8 p.m. in the Union, velopment mission.
and a street dance has been sched•
uled on July 8th from 3 to 5 p.m.
Reminder
in front of the Union.
Concert Planned
Students are reminded that the
On July 13th there will be a
1966 MIRAGE and the Spring
Summer Band Concert at 8:15
edition of the THUNDER•
p.m. in the Union Ballroom, Dr.
BIRD can be pieked up by stuPolgar, a hypnotist, will appear
dents with activity eards in
in the Union Ballroom on July
MIRAGE olliee from 8 a.m. to
14th, and a Sing Out will be held
4:30 p.m. ~aily.
(Continued on page 2)

Summer Orchestra
Needs More Players

,.

Professor Hibben
Presented Award

.

'

Activities Set

July 8th, "Fall of the Roman Empire" on July 15th, "Guys and
Dolls" on July 22nd, and. "Gone
are the Days" on Jnly 29th.
The Film Classics Series will
present ''She done Him Wrong"
on July 5th, "Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers" on .JulY' 12th,
"Ivanhoe" on July 19th, and
"Mark nf Zoro," on July 26th.
The Foreign Films Series will
present "Lazorillo," a Spanish
film on.JiliY' 7th; "Hiroshima Mon
Amor/' a French film on July
14th; and "Ballad of a Soldier," a
Russian film on July 28th.
Lessons Offered
Another activity offered during
July is bridge lessons in the
Union from 7 to 10 p.m. There
will be six weeks of lessons for a
fee of $3. Persons interested are
asked to sign up in the activities
center. Jim Lynn, who holds the
most master's points in the state

·'•;..
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A'nnounc'es Appalachian Program

WASHINGTON (CPS) -Two
federal ag-enc:ies this week announc.ed unique programs for
Vllcationing college stl.'\dents.
Sargent Shriver, director of the
Of!ice of Economic Opportunity,
sa1d that -nearly 500 college students will be sent to Appalachia
this summer to bring reading,
writing, and community , action
programs to some of the poorest
counties in the nation.
The students were recruited
through the VISTA program and
are the first to be signed up on a
summer-only basis. The normal
VISTA tour of duty is one year
with some volunteers signing up
for a second year.
The students, who will serve
from June 15 to August 15, will
be sent to 100 communities in the
"ll!ountai~ hollo~s" of Appalach1a, .Shriver sa1d. Some of the
volunteers will help organize community programs in towns that
"have not even learned how to
take the first step toward community action."
Student Lawyers Hired
In another first-time federal
program, .the Office of Education
announced that it is hiring 100
student lawyers for the summer
to investigate school desegregation complaints.
A spokesman for the Office of
Education said that students
were decided up(ln so that the
agency could put into the field
the largest possible investigative
force on the smallest possible
budget.
Faced with manpower shortages last year, the agency concentrated on obtaining paper
compliances and was unable to
check out complaints against
school districts that had signed
the compliance form. In doing
this, the agency was heavily criti- .
cized by civil rights leaders !or
failing to follow up complaints.
Professors on Staff
In addition to the students, the
office has hired 15 professors and
school officials to work on the
compliance staff. David S. Seeley,
assistant commissioner in charge
of the desegregation efforts, said
that the summer help from students and professors would mean

New Workshop

July 1st Deadline
Set for Project
A new workshop-study project
for students majoring in educa•
tion has been announced by Dr.
Harold Drummond, chairman of
the college of Education.
The workshop will be held belore the start of the regular fan
session for all undergraduates
who plan to do student teaching
in' the public school system's
elementary schools next year.
Deadline for signing up for the
program is July 1, and all students who have not done so are
urged to sign up immediately.
The new program is designed to
enable students to do their stu·
dent teaching in their junior as
well as their senior year and to
take methods courses at the same
time.
"Students have been critical
about the fact that there is too
much time . between methods
courses and student teaching,"
said Drummond. The intent of the
new program is to eliminate this.
problem.
·
,.,
Plans include a 10-hour block
;·. · for one semester during the
· jtmior year and 11-hour blllck
'-' ituring the senior year. The stu.t; dent will be assigned to a class~:'i ~.room for stud~nt teaching, and
:~•.. credit hours wJll be earned for
.~:.~ ~· both, aein.e!lters

if,· :. .

15-:· •

A;:
·.;·
!.·~. .

·

'·

Nutrition Council~

.
A
't'•
. .
· ·nutr1_ JOn symposiUm will be
t· pr~sented; ~Y the joint committee
.~ .·:for~ nutt~bon edm:atlon in the
·~:. theatre 6!·. the SUB Saturday,
:~,,·:June ~5':fi'~l1l9'·12 a.m •. llnd 2-3:30
?·,; ·:p';m:
:- : . .. ·{ '• '. . ' .... •• . . .
~··
:The mornutg sessu:m 1s open tc)
.)lt·· memlie:rs of medical professioils,
:-· ·'while ·the. afternoon . session· ···is·

,.
:;:; .

~-~~~~~·
;~·:·

-.::

~
'jl.

~

• ,!
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that the agency can field about
175 investigators during the summer.
Seeley said a major target will
be to find out whether ·Negro
children in the South have really
been given a "free choice" of attending a previously all-white
school. Some investigators also
will go to school districts in the
North.
Where investigators find that
free choice plans are not working,
school districts will be asked to
reopen registration or take other
steps, Seeley said, The student
compliance officers will also make
recommendation$ about faculty
desegregation or the need to close
small, isolated schools maintained
solely for Negro students.
Seeley -said that in addition to
e:xamining records furnished by
the local school officials, the law
students will interview parents to
find out whether they have been
fully informed about desegregation plans.
--------

Concert Pianist
To ·Give Recitals
One of the nation's leading concert pianists, Stefan Bardas will
be at UNM from July 14 to 24 to
present a series of seven recitals,
Bardas will play all of Beethoven's 32 Sonatas, although not
in the chronological order in
which they were written.
The series is a specialty of
Bardaa', and he has presented it
in a number of cities including
Dallas, Ft. Worth, Honolulu, Tulsa, St. Louis and Shreveport.
The German-Born Bardas has
had an extensive concert career in
Europe and the United States as
a solo artist. He was official pianist of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra from 1947 to 1950.
Additionally, he has taught, at
several U.S. colleges and universities and from 1952-59 was resident artist at Tulsa University.
He also served as visiting professor and artist in residence at the
University of Colorado and Washington University in St. Louis.
Tickets Available
The Albuquerque Music Teachers Assn. is cooperating with the
UNM music department in the
recital presentation. Series tickets
are available at $10 for all seven
recitals, and may be purchased
from any member of the association or at the Fine Arts building.
'The proceeds will go to the
UNM Music Scholarship Fund.

' '

,

'

Ulecture Series
To Be launched
(Continued from Page 1)
Newhall's lecture on Aug. 1. Professor Newhall is chairman of the
philosophy department at Portland State College.
No Admission Charge
The final lecture of the series
will be given by' Latin American
affairs authority Don Bolt. His
topic will be "Latin America, the
Powerful Unknown.''
The series will be held outdoors,
as in the past. Chairs will be set
up on the lawns in front of the
Administration Building. The public is invited and there will be on
admission charge.

10%

(Continued. from Page 1)
on July 21, 8 p.m. in the Ballroom.
Also in July, there will be a
Chamber Orchestra Concert on
the 23rd and a Puppet Show in
the Ballroom on July 28 at 8 p.m.
In August the Film Series will
present "Mein Kamf" on the 5th;
and "Seven Faces of Dr. Loa" on
the 12th as part of Film Fare
Series. The Film Classics Series
will present "War of the Worldsfi
on the 2nd, and "Quo Vadis'' on,
the 9th. "Joan of the Angels" a
Pllfish Film, to be shown August
4th, and "Two Women" an Ital- ·
ian film to be shown on the 11th,
'will complete the schedule of
Foreign films.
Tournament Set
There will be two more llectfons
of bridge · less(lns off'ered 'on
August 3rd and 10th. There will
be a Bridge Tournament for persons who have taken any oi' the.
• series of six lessons offered dur·
ing the summer on Augusf;. 17th.
Only hose persons who:. h. ave
· com.pleted the lessons are eligible to
enter. •
. . , . •.
The UNM Summer Bimd Con~
cert will be held July 3rd at. S:fo.
in the Union .B~Uroom 1; apa · ~1!.~
. Vlllrvt l!ummer· Or~h!lat~fi w,tl! i>_tll~;
sent a <:~mcert on August 5tlr,·. A .
Patio Dance qn August Uth v;rlll
complete ·. tM· lis,t. of:· activities
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since 1949
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MERCURY transistprized
battery recorder
5" reel size 59.95
was 89.95

h

GARRARD record
players from 37.50
cartridge only one cent

STEREO AMPLIFIER
from 39.95

ELECTRO-VOICE Solid
State 50 watt
Amplifier
Special 99.50

'1
'l

SONY model 250-A
tape deck 135.00

Listen
to KNMD

'-;,Q,

·---~~ ~--;,_

t. i

AR-4X speakers
walnut 57.00
unfinished pine 51.00

DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
On Presentation of J.D. Corel

KLH portable phonos
199.95

"DO YOU REALLY MEAN THAT'S All IT COSTS?"

PRERECORDED and

At first impression, people think-

blank tape specials

•You have to be Rich to Live at THE COLLEGE INN•

SOUND by

2214 CENTRAL, S.E.

- - -Not True I ! I

Varsity Barber Shops
LOCATIONS
Near the University

. TRIPLE ....................... $157.00

3011 MONTE VISTA NE

DOUBLE • • • • • • • • .. • .. • • • • $175.00
"'PRIVATE •••••••
·$195.'00

(at the Triangle)

255-1695

c

University of New· Mexico Sulllme[ School-Students
.

:

f

'"

•-'

~

'

...
•

'"'

CHISHOLM'S.
.2400

.CENT~Al

- ·' · · .,... ..Three-Payment
PionS
avoilabie.'
·
.... .,
.... =-.
.
.
.
.. .

SE :

EVERYDAY
NEEDS

o·ur o·wn tce c·· ream

Soaps-laundrv1 Needs
Stationery
School Supplies
Film & Film Service
. . <••; Personal Items

· · ·

· · ' '···

Banana Splits
Lime Freeze
. . MaltS&_ Shakes_ ~ .
.
,.~lo~ts ~ ~o~~.~ , · .·.: .::; .

. ,.· ·, .<
•
·.. '· ·- ~- ...,~. ~> ·' · ·.. ·;·:t · •·:. ·- · •·' ·· · ·

· ·

. : .·..' _AC~OS$' F~9M: ;;~O~NS.ON G.YM
· · · · ·•· ·'
· , · ·• , .' · . ·. ,··~· · ., ... ,
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June 13th Pre$ession Seminor ~-Students, Fomilie$:and
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FOOD
FAVORITES·
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...... 20 YEARS'. SERVICE 1'0 ·STUDENTS
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Meeds without ~ ·ovoiloble.to-,.Y.niversh,y Community. .. .. . .. _'. ":\ ~: • ·~;_fnjoy the adv.anmges of living ~rid- stU<fying ·wnh other
.>.m_en2ond women oftfte UnNe~i1y~· "·: . :, . .:. 1 ..
, .Daily, Wee1d)l.and'Monthly.oc;cupancy ~1~~·or.W.iihout·, .·...;.
, ·· .• • ,. ~· · :FREE trunk stGn:tge-duritt~,·~e summer. · ·~-'1L: .~ •
,.._.,.
food awiloble.
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. D""gwoo· ..1 Cl.ub· · ·
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• .. Breakfas( All De1y
··.
. c;lub Steak
;~ Pc:Jily !;)inner Specials '
_1 : Jacid td.Go Anytime . ~· ..
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Ask. onyone who lives :cit,, The College Jnn.t ._.
.· Deticio~s f~ S8rved in :heGutiful:SUrrC:,unding. · · ·.
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" ;~+i"""t '!: .;.PrltesfincJude't 20 meal~ yteekly, mclichef:vlc~# ;SWim...
• ~:;·- '_,· ·..:.~ . ,·ming :pool·and··recreation
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FOUNTAIN
r:AVORJTI!:S
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YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR

.
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• • • • • • • •

•
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'

··:TRIPLES ........ .o ....... :<Start.@ '$834.-00
· ,_ DOOBL£5 ..... .o • c.,. ~ •·• Starf@'$936~00·
... ··.-·' · ..r.~=PRfVAl'ES ..!~ •.• ,••• ·•· .: :. : ·.Start @"$l020AJO

Rooms ()pen alI summet.... -Mev~ ..in·June ·sib .if you:~ ish~·

t_

··,;....

FALL AND SPRING. 1966 - 1967
·Semesters One-and Two Total _'Prices

SUMMER S.ESSJON RATES
June 25 through Au,gust 19, 1966

2408 Central SE - Phone 243-4267
Basement of Student Union
Northwest Corner - Phone 277-4815

Summer Sess·aon
Acta·v1·ty Planned

3

·Don't Play .

Phone 242·7701

2

·············· . ·····

.

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (CPS)
-The administration of lnd.iana
University has rejected a. "no·
hours'' policy for women students
below senior standing that was
proposed by; the university's ·Associated ,~Women Students. ·
Indiana 'S!lnior wom(ln operate
on a no-hours policy that was proposed by A)VS and accepted by
the administration I11st fall.
The AWS. recommendation was
b11sed largely on an opinion poll
taken three months ago which
showed that the university's women students were strongly in favor
of the no-hours policy.
Virginia Rogers, the university's dean of women, said the
m11jor re!lson the administration
rejected the AWS recommendation was the "disEension from
parents, trustees, alumni, and
other concerned adults."
She said "the students have
given no basic reasons for their
proposal to the adults.''
"One· reason for keeping the
regular hours," Dean Rogers said,
"is that it gives stability to the
university community.''
Dean of Students Robert H.
Shaffer has agreed to work on
the problem over the summer in
an "effort to curtail the off-campus dissension." .AWS leaders said
they would present the prop(lsal
again in the fall.

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

..

Srnokey~s' ·Fri~nds

Student Nurnber ·No-hours Policy
Expected to Gain Vetoed ot Indiana
(Continued from Pagel)
The home · economics depart~
ment will have 'tw() visiting profesl!ors this summer. Dr. Mildred
Morgan, consultant for the North
Carolina Coupcil of Family Relations, and Dr. Jean Warren, retired Cornell University professor
will coordinate two home economics courses.
Approximately 37 of the 50
visiting professors will be serving
as guest faculty at UNM for the
first time,
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Students Restless;
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Spain's
poe~~
Prin~ F
R
c
h
:::-~=-~t""l1il'.:ll:.~';l"'...:....~'!.= ran.co . es1shng , .anges
Student Publications Board of the AssociaW St\ldenta of the Uninraiw of Hew llexic:o
!lecond clus
paid at Albuquerque, Hew )(exieo. PrinW by tbe Uni•.,...iw
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EDlTORS
'· . and; mass
.it
til)ns
teach:ns at the univer·
dir~tor of Latin American and
suddenly as it arose.
.· sities. Thousands of students be1 or ------------------------------------- Bob Storey
N anag~~~
Iberian Affairs for the U.S.
The FLP, lwwever, was able came involved, and the govern~
ews ' Itor ----------------------------------------Kay Ambabo
National Student Association,
to plant the seed of opposition ment was forced to make a secCopy Editor --------------------------------------- Chuck Lanier
attended the historic Barcelona
within the universities. The em- ond major concession: the DeBusiness Supervisor -------------------------- Richard P. FJ:ench
meeting of Spanish students - bryo movement chose as its spe- partment Councils, the second
Staff Members.: Mike Montoya, Rosie Gutierrez, Mandy Steere.
thi,s spring. When the meeting · cific target the government-con- lowest level of SEU, were made
w:as broken: up by .Police, .he, trolled Spanis"l Univ~sity 'Syndi- elect~ve, although their a~thority
was arrested, questioned, and'
cate (SEU). !
and mdependence were SJmultan~
expelled fro111 Spain.
Although· ostensibly a ·stud¢nt eously curtailed.
.
organization, SEU's top officers
This incentive stimulated the
WELCOME BACK, GANG
received their appointments di- formation of semi-political uniBy FREDERICK E. BERGER
rectly from the Franco regime versity groups, which though they
The Collegiate Press Service
WELL, IT'S JUNE and time once again to welcome back
and, in turn, appointed the dele- represented the parties and aliiJacqueline Kennedy's recent · gates from the various universi- ances, had a far greater potential
those dedicated few who have found it impossible to leave
visit to Spain drew criticism from ties and departments. For the for attracting the broad, apolithe UNM campus,
·
the American Society .for the Pre- first time, in 1957, the govern- tical mass of students.
So, whether you've been forced back by a disastrous vention of Cruelty to Animals. ment permitted free elections of
One of the first such groups
Mrs. Kennedy committed the un- class delegates, the lowest level to be formed was the Democratic
'65-'66 performance or are simply coming back to catch up pardonable sin of attending a
of the SEU hierarchy. All other University Federation of Spain,
on a few courses, welcome. And here's to a successful sum- bull-fight. Apart from that, her levels
remained undemocratic.
centered in Madrid. Its leadership
trip aroused no indignation.
Begin Spreading
was largely socialist, but other
mer. May it be a short one.
From all appearances, one
By February 1962, the students groups were also represented,
would think there is nothing more had recovered enough momentum notably the Communist party and
reprehensible in Spain today to mount widespread and ocea- some left-wing Catholic tendenAPPREHENSION VS. AWARENESS
than the torture and execution sionally violent street demonstra- cies.
of
bulls. In reality, the people
Meanwhile, similar groups apON JUNE 27 Annette Buchanan will go before Circuit of Spain
continue ;to live under
peared, independently in other
Judge Edward Leavy. .At this time the judge will decide the fascism of Frani:o,: ..an odd
major .universities. Finally, in
December 1963, . :representatives
whether to cite the 20-year-old managing-editor of the remnant of the tyrannical system destroyed elsewhere in Eufrom
ten univ~rsities met secretOregon Daily Emerald for contempt of court.
rope by World War II.
ly in Madrid to form a national
organization. The :result was
Miss Buchanan faces a possible contempt citation for reSpain is an anomaly today. IsoCUDE - the Spanish DemocratQ-What
part
of
my
tuition
lated
and
remote
from
the
New
fusing to reveal the names of seven students she interviewed
Europe of rapid economic growth, and cost of books and supplies ic Student Confederation.
for a story on the use of marijuana.
CUDE issued a manifesto and
political freedom and regional does the VA pay under the edua
declaration of principles, callcational
provisions
of
the
new
integration,
it
is
ruled
by
coerThe state's position in the matter is that the administra~
ing for curriculum reform, better
cion and guided by the princi- GI Bill?
tion of justice is being obstructed. Miss Buchanan's position ples of 19th century autocracy.
A-None. If you have been dis- professors, and a week-long
charged
from service and are at- "teach-in" on academic freedom
is that she would never have gotten the story had she not
Things Changing
tending
school
full-time under the and reform which has since beBut underneath the surface,
promised anonymity to her sources.
new
GI
Bill,
the VA pays you come an annual climax of student
things are changing. A spectacuThe young Oregon student is in a shaky legal position lar
$100
a
month
if
you have no de- activism.
influx of tourists from the
The university authorities in
(since Oregon is not one of the 12 states granting reporters rest of Europe in recent 'cars pendents; $125, with one depenMadrid
and elsewhere banned the
dent;
and
$150,
with
two
or
more
the right to keep their sources of information confidential), has made Spaniards aware of dependents. The rate is propor- teach-ins during the spring of
their political and economic backbut she has an undeniable point to make.
wardness. Spanish businessmen tionate for %. or 1,~ time. You pay 1964, provoking massive student
for your own tuition, books and demonstrations and sit-ins at the
One of the most valuable functions any newspaper can are seeking eJqJanding relations supplies,
university and in the streets of
with their counterparts in Euperform is the unmasking of social evils. It is not unreason- rope and the United States. The
Q-I am seeking some informa- Maddd. The academic year 19631964 ended in an atmosphere of
able to assume that a hard-hitting, factual account of such latter, in turn, have discovered tion as to how long one has to unprecedented
tension and viowear
a
uniform
in
the
Army
to
market p()tential and are
an evil could, in many cases, outweigh apprehension of the Spain's
lence.
be
classified
as
a
veter11n'!
I
have
rapidly penetrating the country
Plan Moves
wrongdoers. Public awareness can be a potent force.
with modern economic ideas and been told that a new law has been
During the summer and fall
passed
whereby
a
person
wearing
Usually, the only way to bring certain criminal practices methods.
a uniform 24 hours is a veteran. of 1964, CUDE held a series of
The aspirations of the young, I tried to join the Armed Forces clandestine meetings to formulate
to light is to go straight to those involved. It is not likely stirred
by contact with their contimes during the First strategy for the coming academic
that such people would have very much to say if they knew temporaries in France and else- several
World War but was rejected. I year. It decided to focus its efthat the newspaper could be made to point the finger. And where, are growing faster than was drafted soon afterwards. I fortg on the Department Counwillingness of the regime to was sent to Fort McKinley in cils, to which many o:f its memthen, no one would benefit. All would remain discreetly quiet, the
accede to their demands, most Portland, Me., on October 21, bers had already been elected.
and an awful lot of public awareness would go down the of which are elementary by our 1918. I was given a discharge One by one, the Department
standards. And it is precisely in from the service on October :n. Councils began to disaffiliate from
drain.
this area that Franco feels most
SEU.
that time I was wearing a
It can only be hoped that Judge Leavy's decision Monday threatened and in which he is All
Thousands of students all over
uniform. Am I therefore conis in favor of Annette Buchanan. Otherwise reporting may most determined to resist change. sidered .a veteran'!
Spain participated in "Free AsStudents Rising
A-To be considered a veteran semblies" held during the spring
become nothing more than a polite discussion sheet of all
The most articulate and co- of World War I you must have of 1965. They voted to disaffilithat is good and great.
hesive opposition movement in served at least 90" days of active, ate from SEU and form a demoSpain today is the growing .stu- honorable service beginning April cratic syndicate in its place, based
dent movement. The universities 6, 1917 and ending November 11, initially on the Free Assemblies.
are becoming the battleground in 1918. An exception is if you
A National Coordinating MeetA LITTLE LOGIC
the fight :for :freedom of expres- served with the U.S. military ing of representatives from the
"LET US BE MAD ~t people who don't register and vote, sion and association.
forces in Russia then the period Free Assemblies and the centers
Because no opportunities :for ends April 1, 1920, unless dis- that had withdrawn from SEU
who don't march to the libraries and PTA meetings, who higher education are available to
charged sooner because of a ser- met in Barcelona in March 1965
dorrt go to school and stay in school," said the Urban the middle and lower groups, the vice-connected disability.
(Continued on page 6)
overwhelming
majority
of
uniLeague's Whitney Young last week as Negro leaders con~
versity students in Spain are from
THE CONRAD CARTOON
gregated in Mississippi.
the upper classes. Ironically, they
In view of the violence that is beginning to flare up in enjoy the greatest privileges and
the brightest future. They
negro communities across the country, Young's statement have
are also the most protected, for
sounds strangely out of tune. But his advice is logical and they are generally the children
of citizens influential enough to
sound.
forestall drastic punishment.
Negroes have gained a great deal in their struggles the
They emerge :from their high
past few years. They have much to gain in the future. But schools untouched by misgivings
about the system under which
with every new act of violenee they impair that future.
they live, let alone any notion
Reaction to the Watts riots of a year ago was not favor~ of actively opposing it. For most
them, the university experiable. The threat of other such riots has led to an increasing of
ence represents a profound upfear among whites that negroes everywhere can be expected heaval of values and attitudes-political, religious and moral.
tu act no differently.
They come to realize the cultural
So when bands of negroes in Pompano Beach, Florida, toss inferiority of Spain and then to
bottles at passing motorists, when gunfights break out in reject the system responsible for

>
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l .

1
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Misfilissippi, when Los Angeles Mayor Y~rty tells a university it.
Cause Clashes
crowd in Texas that more riots can be expected in various
Their constructive effort to define a new cultural identity com•
parts of the country, there is a tendency to expect same.
·)?arable to those of other counRights marches can no longer servt! the negro eause. tries leads inevitably to a clash
Rioting never could. But the items that Young singled out with the government.
The current student generation
can. It's not going to be easy. It's not going to come quickly. traces
this effort back to 1956 and
But it will come more quickly when negroes flatly rduse to the founding of the so-called
Frente de Liberacion . Popular
use violence.
(FLP). A movement of left-wing
The kind of moron who would murder civil rights workers Catholic and socialist elements, it
is a problem indeed. But he is an isolated problem. The negro advocated violent uprisings all
Spain. A rapid growth in
cannot afford to answer him in like manner. He must appeal over
membership enabled the FLP to
to the larger community. That larger community wants to provoke nationwide unrest, par~
see the negro doing just what Young has suggested they ticularly among students and
workers in Madrid, Catalonia and
do. It's still the best answer.
the Basque country. But eon~
JoAnn Bailey
fronted with savage repression

' j

Summer Classes ·scheduled

•~.·

Evelyn Wood ReadinA Dynamics is nol\' the largest school ol its kind in
1'1 didn't invent la$t reading, l just· she began to find the a11swers. Her
the world, it was announced by Carl Peterson, Regional Director,
"Ill the Rocky Mountain area/' said Pllterson, "We have had over 2,300 discovered it." These words of Evelyn quest led her to e:~~periment with
students during 1965." Since the lopndiml ol Reading Dynamics, over 160,- Wood sum up the history of the de· students at the Jordan High Schonl
000 people have been trained in the Wood method. The Denver Institute velopment of thti Wood method. It in Jordan, Utah, where she was the
was Mrs. Woocf's:discovery, 20 years English teacher and girls' counselor.
alone has tauAht almost 2,000 students since 1961.
ago, of the 6,000 wotd·pet-minute Eventually a technique was devel·
The region has grqwn from one Den· .
readinA speed ol her professor at the oped whereby the average student
ver location eQ,.~ploying three people,
University of Utah that triggered to· was able to learn to read 3 to 10
to five permanent institutes located
days overwhelminll interest in last times faster. She taught her method
in Colorado Springs, Ft. Collins, Alreading,
at the University of Utah for three
buquerque, Kan~s City and Denver,
Mrs, Wood's euriosity causl!d her to years, refining it even further. Fur·
whicll employ 20 teachers and suplook for other exceptional readers and ther studies were colilducted at the
porting personnel.
over the next few years, she found 50 University of Delaware, and the first
The Institutes will send teachers to
people who could read faster than Reading Dynamics Institute was
1500 words per minute, with fine opened in Washington, D.C. in Saphold classes in any city or for any
school that expresses a strong interest
comprehension, outstanding recall and tember, 1959. Since that time lnsti·
in having the program, and also will
great satisfaction in reading.
tutes have been opened all over the
supply. teachers for in·plant courses.
She was now sure it was possible to country, and many authorities have
At the corporate executive level,
read faster than anyone bad thought, accepted Mrs. Wood's b11sic concluwhere a second saved is measured in
but the question of bow these people 11ion. Says Mrs. Wood, "l would
•erms of money earned, entire staffs
did it was not yet answered. It took rather teach young people to read
ave been enrolled to take the eight18 years of toil and research, working like lightning than anything I can
week Evelyll Wood course.
with "natural'' fast readers, before think of."
Many dramatic changes· have been
effected in all ph11ses of the school
'!lctivity. A new gUarantee bas been The need to increase reading speed History Teacher
instituted, promising to triple the is vitally 1J.pparent in this fast-chang•
student's reading speed or refund his ing world, since there is now avail· Becomes
able infinitely more printed informs·
tuition.
In the last year, after several years tion than in 11ny previous generation. Reading Instructor
of research and experimentation by Legislators, professional men, busiEvelyn Wood, a whole new trainillg ness executives, t~>achers, ~tudents ·
progrram was instituted, giving im- and housewives are deluged in a sea Brian Frieder, a high school hisproved r.osuttll, with heavy emphasis of professional, trade and technical tory teacher in the Albuquerque
on technical reading and study tech· journals in additioll to daily news- area, .started the Evelyn Wood
niques. As a re~ult of these new papers, magazines and other general Reading Dynamics course in Sepmethods, the average graduate is publications to be read for plea,ure tember, 1965. After his third lesnow reading faster than 1,500 words and in1ormatinn.
per minute; less tblln 2% of the stu- They must forego much of what they
d~~ttts have requested a refund under should read, for it is impossible for
them to read it all-much less curterms of the guarantee.
Peterson said the summer series of rent best sellers. The alternatives are
classes would begin throughout the clear - either to read less than is
area within the 11ext two weel<s. Once necessary, or learn to read faster,
the student has graduated he be· In just seve11 years Mrs. Wood hu
comes a lifetime member and is em· been established as the leader of the
titled to continuation and refresher nation's fastest readers, as a result of
courses in Denver and/or at any 12 years of research and study to de• :,
Reading Dynamics Institute through- velop the method which bears her
name~
nut the Country.

..............

Rec~dlng Dyt~amlcs

Over 95'% Of ·Reading Dynamics Graduates
Have Increased Their Readin,; Speed At

Least Three T'imes-With Good Comprehension

ENROLL
NOW

--------------------------------------

INSTRUCTOR CREATES FIRST
BOOK-A-DAY PROGRAM
Mrs. Marynell Moore, Director of In·
struction in Kransas City, Missouri,
'·as shown Us what is possible .when
you read rapidly, The mother of
three children, Mrs. Moore has fult·
time duties teaching and training
teachel"ll. ln addition, she spends fifteen hours each week preparing her
Book·A·Day program, which is run
"" a public service by many radio sta·
Lion; throughout·tlu; country. During
these fifteen hours, Mrs. Moore reads
rive to ten new boolcs, and writes reviews on five of them. The reviews
ate taped at a nearby ¥tildio. If Mrs.
Moore did not read rapidly, it would
be physicalty impossible to accom·
plish all of this in the limited time
she bas available.
Her 'program is pre!lented daily as a
public service by the following atll·
t.ions .in the Rocky Mountain area:

One of the .major problems tei be
fnced by the te11cher of fllst reading,
when the method is machine oriented,
is that most studet:ts lose the acquired skill shortly alter 1eaving the
course. 1'he machine provides a pacer
of the student, fort~ing him to move
taster, but when the machine \$ no
longer avllilable, thll student tends to
revert to his previous reading pat•
terlls, 1'he Wood Method teachei the
~tudent to use his hand tts t1 pa.::er,
~uiding his eyes rllpidly down the

FOR SUMMER COURSES
son, he decided to read all of the
books he had accumulated over
the years, a closet full. Nine
months later he had nnished the
entire closet, over 800 books, in
addition to his required reading
and extra-curricular reading. He
was so excited about his progress
that it prompted him to become
a teacher for Reading Dynamics
Mr. Frieder now reads 1() time;
faster than his beginning rates.
Albuquerque
Kansl!ls City

Denver
Cheyenne
Laramie
Ft. Collins

9:55!1.m.
9:00a.m.
KOWB !0:10a.m.
KCOL 10:00 p.m.
KFML
K~AE

XHFM

10.00 a.ll'!.

KCMO 10:10 a.m.

You are invited to listen d!lily for a
demonstration of what is ponibte
with this method ol reading. The
book reviews cover the fields of po1itics, history, humot and the entertain·
ment industry.

page, ond hi~ pacer is always With ming techniques commonly used in
him, he can retain, nlld improve upon speed reading courses and inlorm!ld
his acquired skill,
her teachers that they must increase
comprehension at the same time
they are achieving high speeds. She
said, "Skipping words is dangerous,
a~ you don't krlow whethet or not
you have skipped a word which
could change the whole meaning of
the sentence. \' ou read five times
"Readitlll is a waste of timll, •low t>t faster, not by reading every fifth
last, il you don't understand wlret word, but by reading five times as
you ate reading," sltlied Evelyn many words in the s£1me amount of
W CitJd at e recent teacher trainin/l time. "It is impossible to telt which
conference. "If you aren't com,;re· word; to skip or disregard until you
have seen th~>M all and determined
Jrendin/l, you aren't resdinll."
their relative importance and meanMrs. Wood!! also was critical of skim· ing/'

FAST READING

INEFFECT'IVE
WITHOUT GOOD
COMPREHENSION

SENATOR PROXMIRE
Wlsco11sia

SENATOR TALMADGE
Georala

"I must YY Uta( Utls Is. one ot
the most useful education """
perlenc:es I have ever lrad. It
ce.rlalnl~ compares favorably
wllh the experience l'"e had
at Yale and Ha""ard."

"It Is my opinion that If these
tuhnlques were Instituted Ill
the public and private Mhools
or our country, It would IJe
the greatest slnl{le step whleh
we eould lake Ia l!dueallonal
progress!'

Convention~!

rapid re~ding courses aspire to 450·600 words per tninute.
Most Readrn.g Dynamrcs gr•duates can read between I ,500 and 3,000
words per mrnute, and many go even higher.

We guarelit.. to increase the teadlng efficie~cy of each student
AT ,LEAS! ,3 times with good comprehension. We will refund the
entrre tu1tron to any student. wlto, after completing minimum
cle~s. end dudy requ.rements, do~s ~ot at least triple his reading
effrcrencv as measured by oilr beg~nnrng and ending tests,

There's Still Time to Register--Classes Started
Monday, June 20 .................. :· 7 to 10 p.m.
Tuesday, June 21 .................. 4 to 6:45 p.m.
7to 10 p.m.

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
207 Dartmouth NE • Albuquerque • Phone 265-6761

Mail
coupon
today

TO: Evelyn·Wood
Dept. L
Reading Dynamics Institute
207 Dartmouth NE Albuquerque, New Mexico
i ) Please send descriptive le!lder and clau
seh?dules. I underdand that I am und&r no eblt•
gatron and that no salesman will call:
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Evelyn Wood, Founder of

OUR AVERAGE GRADUATE
READS MORE THAN 1500
WORDS PER MINUTE!

OBSOLETE

:nn. KING•• !'

School Teacher Discovers
New Reading Technique

Reading Dynamics Is World's
Largest Reading School

READING
MACHINES

''TELJ, ME ABOUT THAT DJ1EAM YOU HAVE,

'.

: , ,Evelyn Wood ·Reading Dynamics Greets Fifth Year
I(ROcky Mountain Afea with Salute to 4,857 Students

.
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Planned for. Unio
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(Continued from page 4)
just arrived outside and are deartd 'agaip a i:rionth later. These manding that we abandon the
monastery and ,surrender ,9ur
m~etin~s. ~·epresented. a turning
identification
pa1Jers."
·,
pomt iod the. Span1sh st.udent
A tense and confused debate
movement: they were the first
steps toward a national l!tudent ensued, but. no panic. Eve1·yone
syndicate based on formal, de.mo. knew that the police could not
cratic procedures on the local legally enter the monastery without the permission of the Church,
level.
Confused Leaders
. but many fea:.:ed. t~e c?n~~hfnces
Repression continued, but the of 11; ~onfrontat!on w1th h auauthorities recognized that it was thonties.
.
futile. Franct attempted to. re- (
· ·Vote to Disobey. 1 \
assert h. ill ~ut- odty ovdr the ;4u.i l ' : ;T:{!~:r ~n~w; . that ag~m.st • th~
dents tnr~ug '·a dl-ainatic b~t · ~ercfiess anU bru~al Spamsh po, meaningless reform of SEU. He IJce, p~ac7ful resista.nce, as, we
called for "democratic elections'' know It m the Umted States,
on all levels of the SEU hierar- simply would not work. But finchy, but quietly transfen·ed all ally the stu?ents voted to disobey.
the functions and powers of the " People milled about. Th~f sa~g
organization to appointed "comWe. Shall Not Be ~oved .- m
missars" (sic!). Though he failed English. They orgamz~d k1tchen
in his ultimate goal of regaining crews to b_elp the rebellious monks
control of the student movement, Pl'epare dmer for almost 500 peo·
he succeeded in confusing its lead- pie.
ers temporarily and in depriving
The next day, there wei·e panel
them of a structure they had been discussi?ns by intellectuals on art
using for their own end«
and society, on the two cultures,
When classe; i·econvetktl in the on, architectur~. Leading Catalan
fall of 1965, th(;'re was no time for
Il~<'ts re~~d :hell' :poe~ry. Stud~n:~
a national strategy meeting. The With .gmtars organ_I.z~~ aal I~...~
dccil'ion tm whether to partkipate and 1011 band. P<'no c. 1 Y
in the governmc•nt-sp•HF<.>red SEG !uolwd owr the wa~I_ around ~llP
kc',''Jn."
'•-·'• J·,,,,• I··t't
mmm;.;ti:'I'Y to "'".'l' n the pohet.·
j.' ·"
'' ' ll.q(l
"
·· · ll!> '<'•,
•
;' f
'
. ,. 'l I
<l''(' <lll '"'i'U'd Tilt;:\" WCl'C' alw:n· \
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a real eool place to shop

Free Parking-Rear Entrance

Regular Hours - 8 A.M. to 5 P.M. Weekdays
8 A.M. to I P.M. Saturdays

?.904 Central, SE

247-8219

One-Day Service on Shirts
Alterations

A

PHONE 242·512•

111 HARVARD SE

If your clothes are becoming to youthey should be coming to us.

B

..W,ELCOM£
- SUMMER.S1DDENTS, ~
···Get Your LOBO
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28. Hodgin tloll .................... , .. ,.....li-1
29: Hokono tloll IWOII>.!ft'J DormltcryJ • , '·' •• : •••• E-6

30. Home Economics Building ,._ .......... , ..... F-6

4f; MKhan~al Enginootlng Shops .. , ........... H·l
42. Moses Vl~a HalllMon's DofMHoryJ ,.,..... ,,. .. F.S
~MI-mes Building .................. , .C-1
44; M/l<hoU tloll

0
..-,

E

(tlawootntl ...... : ........... f.3

Now Me• leo ltehobllllollon Coni• • ,, , •; .• ; •.• M
46. Now Mexico Union ...............,........ •G-5
.f't NOr!~ Hall !O.pottnitntal Olllces) ........... H-3
<IS;

·'

,,

..•.

48. Nuclear Englnot<lng IDborotory ......... , .. H-I
-49. Obs.trYatOty • , •••• , •• , , ••• , ; :~ • ..... :., ••• ~A-3
.!9: Ok>1o Half (Men'• Ootmltcry) , .............. M
51. Ortega Hall (MOdern and l:laJslcalldnguagtS) M
52. Pharmacy l!ulldlng ......... ,. .....,.,,, •• :0.2
.$3, PhysfCI &tiding • ,, , ~• •~ '"', •••• ,.,., , • ~•,, ,,C4
$4, Prtsfdtnf• liotne o • o 0 o ~· o o- o o ~I • • • • •·•,• • , o ,E-4
..SS. ReMarch Cent.t ~· ••• •• ~-~. ~ ~, ~ .... t
~·,D-e
.56. Riff• Ranoe ••••.••
~
.1-3
57. Sonia Claro tloll (Women'• I!Orlnltcryl •• , " •• F-6
,58, Sata Raynofd• Holl •• .-. , •• , ••• H u u , , ~ .... H-2
$9. S.Mce Building ............... , ...... , .... J.2
60. Spteeh·Telr~lsfon luJidlll" , , ••••• , "'., ~ •.. ~.
61. Stadluir18ulfdfng .............. ~ .. ··u·~ .• .',, •. .,G-4
~. s- Public Htolth lahoratory .............. G-2
A Tennis Coortt : •• -.... H OH n ; ; , :. ~-~~·._:o.s; G-6
UnlvtDli)',Thealro{Rodty Hal» • : •.. , ;....... ,.H-I
6$. Yotoka Hall [8usln111 Adn)lnllll'otloii),,,.,, ••• F•3
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FREE
& FAST
DELIVERY
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Including Sunday

A

i:: .~.at;~~':~~:'.:::::::::::::::::::~

lr

"--

Open 8 A.M. to I 0 P.M. Every Day

1. Aamlnlstrallon Bulldln~ .................... E-2
2. Alumni Memotlol Cliopel .................. f·2
3. Anlhrapology Building ..................... F-2
-1. Archlle<:turo IW!Idln; ......... , ...........G-2
5. Art Building ............................. H·2
6. Art Oapartmenr Cra(rs Anntx .... ,. ............ G-2
7. Art Educol/on Building .............. , ..... F.S
8. Alhloll< Field• , .. ., .................G·7, H-8
9. Bandolier tloll !O.po!lmonlol 0/ll<e>) ........ f·2
10. Baseball Olomond •• , , ................... H·8
11. B;otogy Building ........, .................. ~
12, Bureau of Bu~nou Reiearch Building ......... E·3
13. Carllste Gymncnium •• u •• , . . . . . . . . . , . . . . ~,, .G·3
14. Chemical £ng1nl!!eling Building .............. G.J
15. Choml>lry Building [Cia,k tlolll ••••••• , •• , .G-2
16. CMI &lgineerlng Building ................ G-1
17. Coronado tloll (Men's Dormlloryl .......... G-8
18. Caun,.!;ng and Testing Building .......... G-3
19, Oromo Building .......................... H-1
20:: tducarlon Cenrer ................. , ••.•••• , , .f..S
21. floclricol Engineering Building ............ ,.G-1
22. Engineering Aone>t ............... , ........ H-2
23. faculry.ApottmeniS .......................1).4
24. FlneArt~Cenlll' .................. , ........ 11-4
25. ~logy l!ulldlng ................... ' ...... G-3

32.
l!ulldlng ................
, ....0.1
f.S
31. fndutrricol
tlydroultcsAtls
loboroto!)'
....................
33. Johnson Gym,.,~um ..................... , .. H'-6
:u. Jonoori Art GoRwy ............... -. , ......1).4
3$; Journalism Building ................ , ...... H-3
36. l<IWBulldlng .............................!-!

•

Many_ Other 1tems :to Choose From·

..

37
•.lt<Me Half .............................. a..2.
3$', library, Zfmrntrman •••• , , •• ~. , ~ ••• t •••• , • F-4
~![:;11·~~
39. Marron tloll (Dopartmenlal Oftlces! ..... , .. ,11-3
y <40. MKhonltal Engineering Building .. "'-" ... .,G-1

...

..
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Also Complete Lines of •.•
Greeting Cards - Stationery
Novelties - Sundries
THE tiNIVE=..~EW MEXICO

ONE ELEVEN SHIRT SERVICE

.

e s

--~·------2~~~~3~~"1~4~--~~-5~~~=6;-__-:7::::~~8~;---9~~~~~----~

e Quality Dry Cleaning

I

I I

Notebooks - Ring Binders
Spirals - Filler Paper
Engineering Equipment
Drafting Sets - Slide Rules
ART SUPPLIES

~

LIGHTER REPAIR

'."

l

Fiction,.
Non-Fiction
College Outline Series
Teachers• Aids

..

ELEC7F.IC SHtNcR AND

e

i ;

Our Large Paperback Selection

~ ..

II

. ;8/tSKET WARE _:."-PLACE·MATS
,, ·
~·~A1TAN :BIRD CAGES
.& PLANTERS
. ,,
INTERIOR DfCORATJONS
O'Neil. Suce~ed "· BRASS WARE ---MOCCASINS
UNM's Rosenblum .
PATIO FURNJTURE
Brian Edgar O'Neil, of Berke-

·20, j Rorru:.ro
NW
,'
,

~hop

I

I
I,

•

I '

Textbooks- New and Used
· Dictionaries - References

1

]I

200 THIRD NW

II
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I
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euome ummet··

perfe~t place

:::trhen. ~t..was my'tum to 11pM;k. "
'But •tead, one .of the -student· ·-r·, ·
leaden;.iook-the: miehJphonct;i~in '··
an· al11101t oeual voice he ·apoke
to .,the hushed ~legates': 40Jfy · ·
friends, there bas been ,a slight··
ineonvenience. '!'he police have

·

. ~: tt I

!I

•

to.

""~~.

. . 4I}

:

·.BOOKS· BOOKS - BOOKS

- ..·.,·., ;:

ley.; Calif., has been named an
auistant dean ot the UNM Grad· .
uate School:. He .liucceeds Dr. Sid·
ney Rosenblum who wm be on
leave next zemeater.
O'Neil .is newly appoinud . to
the faculty and will serve as an
&a~iatant professor of philosophy.
He hi a graduate of the Univer·
sity of California at BerkeleJ> and ·
is a Woodrow Wilson and Ful·
bright Fellow.
•· 1
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Student and Teaching Supplies
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a swim suit

I,
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l
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a new sports
outfit . .
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a cool summer
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· The .Je~tMEi ~t;o;wling
June 2~ ~t; q!\30: P?l!l· The th e
leagueBi wtll) be~J111x7d .f?ursom s,
two boys and j:.wo g~l'):'!,,on Tu aday and Wednesday ,1'\'ights, a'iJ,d
pairs for men-only on Thursday
night.
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The Executive Committee of
~~-Jidietlte of Rar•:i'lona l';{C<'!ll
the National Coordinating Meetthree who are in hiding. 'the uniing decided in late 1965 to beversity there has be~n closed :for
gin the process of ratifying a conA 1965 publication edited by weeks, and students' at Bilbao,
stitution for the new national Dr. E. W. Tedlock, Jr., professor Sevilla, Valencia and Pamplona
union. A set of principles and of English at the University of are striking in sympathy. Newsstatutes was circulated during New Mexico, is being readied for week reported on May 16 that
the spring of 1966 among the de- British release.
"only last week, Madrid erupted
partmental delegates at the UniTitled "D. H. Lawrence and in the worst riot to date."
versity of Barcelona, where ten Sons and Lovers: Sources and
There are those who want to
out of twelve departments were Criticisms," the collection of es- believe that the Assembly of Bartotally outside the SEU struc- says was originally published in ria was primarily a result of the
ture.
the New York University Press's traditional separatism of CataFinally, a Constituent Assem- Gotham Library series. It was re· Ionia. But the current generation
bly of the Free and Democratic leased simultaneously in a limited of student activists is no longer
Student Syndicate of Barcelona hard-cover edition and in a paper- separatist, though it retains a
was planned for the second week back edition,
strong awareness of Catalon cuiin March, and invitations went
The British release is being ture. The students of Barcelona
to foreign national unions of stu- handled by the University of Lon- are more unified and militant
dents as well as to all other dis- don Press.
than those .elsewhere in Spain,
tricts in .Spain.
Prof. Tedlock . is an aeknowl- but as the events of the past two
•
In the spring of this year, the ·;-edged authority .·on D. H. Law- 1nonths have shown, their achieve·."" ·
Rector denied permission· to hold · Tence,. 'tbe.:-:English ·~thor w~o · ments and tribulations 1latalyzed
· ··,.. · · .. the assembly at the :univer$ity." 'llllJent zeveral·produetive ·~~ m · student activism' in all patts ot
. · • ,,
Instead ·'the Capuchin 'lllonastery ", Taos.· On~ ¢ . many publicatltiJlll ibe ·country. The 'Jiiore the lead., .. '-: , . . of Sarrla, on -the outskirts of · dealing 'With the controversial li~ 'el'ship is ··-perlleCUted, ~ theo· :more
v
.. · , ·
Barcelou, wu"Choaen u 'the llite. .erary.' Agure, .the ~ew release ts ,. unified and -militant. the -mol'e•. • ~ · · 'Only the"top teaderibip ot the -desmbed ·u cuvei'Ulg. the ~y.r- .ment :ivill becomel Thoee who are
. , · •· · district wu :aware· of the. .11ite ·nnee -n!Yel :tro~ 1ts. ·ong1n, · '!lncotmllitted ~t ·oftist :.;oin the
~
:untU one hour before ihe As- ''t~rougb.. l~'·lne&l!mg to its ~h- ·movement out - ol •·'sheer• reserit'"·'.-~. .: . ...":i" ,~,:; 'RIIlbly waato -open.t::S 'P'J!I oti.', ;mque.'~b>tJa-.~clered,eapeo.b"athlly ~.thmentqaiust·~~- ~- ..... •
, Jlarch
nmar..a e· .,.or "its pro tlig
e
e g(ll!emment; ·end :once. .Jn~
•·'.:.-~};. ::
..
- . . , Atlead '.
· boundaries between .Lawrence ;aa , volucf. beeotlle ~adually· .POliti.- ..,
,..- ~·
· 'The two foreign observers, my- ·~the .mali .ud .as. .the .artist. · · ~.·~ al:l milita~·· · ·· ·
· •:
· · ,--,:· ···
self and a repreaentative·of.lhe' ,
·""<'!;.......
•~" • _ e Interna.tioul Stuaent COJifet~n....
"""··· .•
,., -= ~.::;;:: ...: ··•ent bt'·-'C!&l' ~-·the ;~~tonastery, .
.".
,-:,,;: ":'~~,,:-,'" where the ·meeting. HOm· was·.,
. ·::.::."'~i:,:-z:"" packed to :the.eeiling.:with. more.~ , 1-.
:.;;-;;e.tban · 400' elected·"delegatea-from ·
-•:.:~;•·-:;~ ,.aU ..facultiei of the "'university. \ ·
' _..; ·.:~$,:·,· The mood. of. the-.young~ ~belat ·
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:<~:.,t·~~... .. S~tementa from other parls·of ~
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The Student Union at the University Qf New Mexico is attemptirfg to f<Jrm summer bowling l g\les. : The leagues will coinl.li e
with. the f;ligpt weeks summer s s-

(Continued from Page 1)
enteril)g the contest. They a~e
Lynn Rollins from Man~ano; ,m.
oratory, Larry S.!!hP(bz:~t:~Jl} J.l.!~~'
erl:).men.t,,
allp'Y t_he ·:P?lice to zano in dramati<l ,iri'terpr.etat!On,.
• j!nter; F;ql·~l}l)," Ji~t~ -J;1me l!llllce the Robert Matthew.8 "~r.oQ1~Yt~Uey anu,
: Oivil.j,Wi.1ar, ;Jl!jC U!'Qh openly de- Don Begley f 1·om SaJI.din~iri' ppys'
i fied, .1/Ta~~ · "tqr ~!Jme that the extemporaneous speaking.
Bishop of Barcelona had p1·on1Other students from New ~exised to send in five truckloads of ico include Judy Drake of Al!\U!Ii·
food, in defiance of the police cor- gordo in girls' extemporaneous
don.
speaking, Belinda Carpenter of
A second night and the police Hobbs in dramatic interpretation,
were still there. We were becom- and Tom Bond of Alamagordp in
ing resigned to months of siege , o~atory. ; i
,
and isolation.
' ,The 1NeW' Mexico debate team
clThen, suddenly, the police en- will consist of Nick Noeding and
, , rl'la the monastery at noon on Joe Stuart of Taos. Their topic
' a11ch 11, after 44 hours. They .will be: "Resolved that the Fedviolated the satictity of the · eral government should adopt a
Church for the first time.
pl·ogram of compulsory arbitraEveryone filed out quietly, tion in Labor-management dishanding over identification cards. putes in the basic industries."
The excitement was over, and the
Banquet Scheduled
threat of prosecution loomed over
UNM will honor the students
everyone.
at a banquet to be held Monday
The intellectuals and foreign night. Dr. Sherman Smith will
obse1.·vers were arrested and cart- give the welcome address and Dr.
ed off for lengthy and punishing Robert Chisholm, superintendent
interrogations. Finally, at mid- of Albuquerque Public Schools,
night two secre~~i'.,!,.Jli~c~men ac- will be the featured sp:aker. 1
companied lllYSf. ·ltl<i fthe ISC
The,sneech events WJ.ll getl anobserver to the' •· 1!J;~ch border, derwayiMonday at 10 a.h}.~in the
whel'(;' we were offici~llly ex:pt>lh.>d StJB and l'Ull until Thill'~day. The
from S!~ain hy o~·der of the Gov- f pllhlir. iH invited 1 i:i~tend the
ernor ot Cataloma.
I, toumament and there •~ aw a•lPxoblt•ms J•'ortho:oming , . t' ~ ~ niif'>'ion eharl~i·.
l i'"l ic•• m\·nsnuu
.
. <>i, tiJ''
. mh"
r ' ·' •\ 11 ""I'T
Tw
,, · •••,..on~r i i':J 1 !'"l l"'l'
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Chil~~ens Classes:' ~ u~~~;dents

Summer Schedule

Begin Latin Tour

Studtes Problems

WAEIHINGTON (CPS) - Thl!
U.S•. National Studl!nt Associa·
tioJJ plans to begin by mid-summer .a two-year program that will
, . involve students, faculty, and administrators in a close analy!'lis·
of the college experience-and
just what's missing from it.
The program is an outgrowth
of NSA's three-day conference on
student stress at Warrenton, Va.,
last fall. The stress conference
was financed by grants from. the
National Institute of Mental
Health and the Danforth Foundation. Another NIMH grant has
made possible the two-year Campus Self-Studies Program, NSA
spokesmen said, in announcing
their plans.
The new program was disclosed
at a press conference in Washington this week at the same time
the official report on the stress
conference was released.
Student Is Target
In announcing the program,
NSA President Philip Sherburne
termed it a "program to make
known the problems and the
needs" of the student--"the forgotten man in higher education."
Sherburne said this program "represents the broadest, most thoroughly integrated" of the :NSA
efforts in education.
He said it "seeks to answer the
largest of the questions facing
us as students today: How do you
redefine an education so that it
meets the needs of this generation? How can we make the college experience a fully valuable
one?"
The program will be run by a
coordinating staff in the NSA
national office and will directly
involve 16 "representative campuses" in the plans. In addition,
Sherburne said, another 100 campuses will develop similar programs with help from NSA.
Retreats To Be Held
On each campus about 100 students, faculty, and administrators, including t'he college president, would participate in the retreats wher-e the "central focus
will be on eliminating unrewarding frustrations from the college
experience while developing a
new concept of what it should be.''
NSA representatives said that
the American college campus bas
become a largely irrelevant and
impersonal place and that the discussions at the stress conference
centered .on these topics. They
!suggested that students as a
group are more concerned with
the quality and relevance of their
education than with any of the
topics that are thought to top
the list of student concerns-Vietnam, the draft, drugs and sex.
The students suggested that
the American campus needed to
be radically reshaped in order to
provide a student with an education that is relevant to the "outside world."
Proposals Made
Among the proposals of the students front 33 colleges and universities who attended the stress
conference were:
Giving students a voice in making decisions that affect them,
ranging from evaluating professors' teaching abilities to setting
social rules and housing regulations.
Dropping grading for a significant number of college coursesperhaps for the whole freshman
year-to encourage learning for
its own sake rather than competition for grades.
·
Encouraging more independent
study at all levels of a college
~ducation.
The report recommended the kind of independent
work in which a student can pur"ue ·his own strong academic interest with gUidance from professors rather than the type ·which
allows a student to choose one of
.,several prearranged topics for
study.
·
· ··
': · The Warrenton report' con.cluded that besides· an education
more relevant to th~ modern
world, there should be ''more authentic and personalized relationships between students and facul•
ty." It called for the revision of
the campus community from a
"nest of ad'Y'ersarics" to a ' 1group
of collaborators" of the teachers
and the taught•
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in Mexico, San Carlos UniversftY. · ,
in Guatem11la, and Leop.· Univer-' ·
sity in Nicaragua.
; , i 1i .
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Read the Want Ada

Check Our

Vol. 69
f

Students Polled

SPECI AiL : ! .

Summer Session
Draws Favorable,
Critical Remarks

:M6:ALS .

By CHUCK LANIER
"What are you taking?" "What
did you get?" "Where is the· end
of the line1" These are among
the most frequently asked ques·
tions by some 4,059 students who
registered Saturday for the 1966
summer session.
.The st11dents were not the only
ones asking questions last Satur.
day. LOBO staff members circulated in the Union and asked
otudents their opinions on the
courses being offered this summer.
"I don't think they're offering
enough," ventured a senior majoring in English and trying to graduate this summer. "Everything
offered is being offered at the
same time," he added.
Timing Said Bad
Another senior majoring in history said, "there is not enough
variety and the timing is poor."
A sophomore from New Mexico
State stated that she felt "the
eourses offered are pretty good.''
Many of the summer students
are teachers and were also asked
their opinions on the courses being offered, "There are wonderful courses this summer," stated a
teacher from Santa Fe. "I have
the courses I need the most," she
said.
One teacher interviewed stated
that she felt that summer school
started too late. in the summer.
"We start teaching about August
23rd," she said, "and there will
not be any break to speak of between the end of summer school
and then.'' She also said that she
felt there were not enough workshops this summer.
Department& Criticized
Some of the complaints about
courses were directed at specific
(Continued on Page 4)

Schroeder-Wilso~ Pharmacy
LADIES TOILETRIES

Union Gallery Shows
Southwest Paintings

An exhibit of paintings with a
southwestern theme by Fritz
Scholder and Leo N. Bushman
will be on display in the Student
Union Gallery until June 30.
Scholder bas received numerous
awards and prizes for his works,
including the Rockefeller Foundation Scholarship. Bushman is
chairman of the Department of
Fine Arts at the Institute of
American Indian Arts in Santa
Fe.
The GallerY is open from 7:30
a.m. to 10 p.m. Mondays through
Thursdays, 7:30 a.m. to 12 midnight Friday and Saturdays, and
noon to 10:30 p.m. Sundays. The
public is invited.

Honoraries Plan Tea
All faculty and students of the
College of Education are invited
to a "Summer School Get Acquainted Tea" .Tuly 6 :from 2-4
p.m. in the Esther Thompson
Lounge of the SUB. The tea is
being sponsored by Pi Lambda
Theta and Phi De1ta Kappa, education honoraries.

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
( line ad., 65c-( times, $2.00. llt!ertiona
must lie submitted by noon on day bdore
publication to Room. 159, Student Publications Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
FOR SALE
SUMMER WESTERN. REVIEW. Focus
on Youth. Pre-Marital Sex. Campus
Rebels. Trends in Student Writing, New
Directions in Art. Twenty-five Young
Artists. Bracero Labor. N.H. Plaee
Names, Paycho-ana1;11i.s and the Biographer. Sex in Fiction 'I'od!IY. Dean
Rllsk on Viet Nam. Willard Wirtz. Dorothy Cline. T. Phill!p Wolf. .TOf!<!ph
Montoya. Thomas Morris, One Dollar.
Associated Students Book Store.
HOUSE for sale~ 4 bedroom, den, playroom: 7 minutes to UNM. can Dr.
Kramer, ext. 2a21 ar 256-8862. 6/2-l, 7/1.
MAHOGANY DR set large table 6 sturdy
ehatra; cabinet: couch~ coffee i;bJe~ china
lamps. 1025 Hanuno Court NW (900
l>lbck N. 11th St.)
FOR RENT
ADJOINING Campus, 2 Bedroom bouse,
carpeted, disposal. all' collditioned, unfurnished. Woman alone or couple, no
]leta. 2901 Campus Blvd. NE. $80 plus
176 depooit. Call .Hr. Stapp at Weuley
Realty, 265-7661.
"

.FURNISHED ~OOH FOIUlEN'l'
COOI., ~ean, ab!J>luteb' J>t'lvat.e; Walking · .
.aiStance UNH. ·Jt6. "242·9572.. ,.

I'EltSONALS ,~·:~-: • ;

.. ·•

'· ••.

!::W::-A:":N::-'J'=:E"'D:-.-:V~i,.;s1:.:tl:.:n:.:g:..:p:::ra:::~:.:es·sor, ramlli, seek

··
furnished B• ar 4.-bedroom house ·Iii :z:ent •
beginning. Aug. ·16. l'reler lJ;igbJand or •.
Sandia 'High School .aistrlct, ·Write Xen•
neU. W. Olm, 6111 Rickey 'Di-,; Alliltln,
'l'exu, or c•U .JIO 5-9103, Albuquerque, ·
-references av!_!.llable.. 6/24, 1/J.. :
.. · '
SANDAL!I-tod,.Y.a loolc • • ~ Yi>it€rdaY's _
.nostalgia • • • tomorrow's Oalr.· 'That's
SAND and SUN 'SIIIldala on ·oLD TOWN
PLAZA, the "lN" Sandal Shop with you·
In inind. Hen's allil ladies. Sand and Sun,
201 nomera NW on historic Old Town
. PlaUt. Dial 243-7909. (8 ina,)

Listen

to KNMD

YOU CAN BANK ON US!
r.''
Next Friday (July 1), the New Mexico
Union branch of the American Bonk
of Commerce will open its doors
officio lly for the first time.
We hope you'll be among those
doing business with us on opening
day. Meanwhile, you can open your
account at the "New Accounts"
desk on the first floor of the Union
building. Plan ahead! Open your
account and order printed checks now!
Checks cashed at the flick of an
'
identification cord if you have an
account with us when this longawaited banking facility is opened
one week from today!

AMERICAN BANK
OF COMMERCE

Commencements
Hit By Protests

..
I .
-~

Students carried their protests
against the war in Vietnam right
up to commencement this year walking out on Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara as he
spoke at graduation · ceremonies
at Amherst College and New
York University,
But few of the i)eople involved
in the exercises criticized the students and even McNamara later
told newsmen that he was "delighted at the orderliness shown
by the protesting students.''
At the Universitiy of California at Berkeley, the school that
put the student protest movement on the front pages, Chancellor Roger W. Heyns told gi•aduates that they would be better
as a result of it.
Concern Demanded
"Somewhere along the line
there is an institution of which
you are a part - city, state,
region, nation, surely, but also
(Continued on Page 4)
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OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Luis Calvillo-Capri, editor of
The director of the New Mexico
The New Mexico Union and the the· THUNDERBIRD, and Terry
Union Mr. William Bierbaum, has UNM Summer Session hate •com·
announced the 1966 Summer Ses- bined their resoul:-~~s to, Pttsent ' Lamm, chairman .o£ '. ijhe A¢tion
sion Hours for the Union. The· "Children's · Adventures :i'p., (Rec- I Committee on Human 'Rights at
new hours will be in effect :from reation" for · the' children l in ':the UNM, left recently • i>n a two
month tour: of Mexico and CenJune 12th to August 19th.
Al~uquerque. afea. The pro~ram tral America. Their plans are to
Monday through Friday, the offered to children from ages 5 to. furtheJ:i their knowledge of stuEVERY .WEEKDAY
Union snack bar will be open 12 will run fi.·ol]l July 5th to dent activities in that area.
from 6:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., however, August 19th.
Walk-In
The. two UNM students are
from June 13th through the 25th
Children will participaW. i11 primarily interested' in student
-·~-"'~ Drive-ln~Call-ln
it will be open at 7:30 a.m.
arts, crafts and recr11a.t!onal politics and literary activities,
The cafeteria will be open from games. Registration will ·;be to which Calvillo hopes to be able
11:15 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 5 June 29 from 9 a.m. t(j '5 . p.m. to incorporate into next year's
to 7 p.m. The bookstore, sched- in the activities center• o:f1 the THUNDERBIRD.
uling office, activities center, and Union. Fee for the recreation
Appointments have been made
program is $10.00.
bu&ine~s office will be open :from
to interview governors, politicFour programs for different ians, businessmen, labor lenders,
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Hours for the
games area are from 8 a.m. to age groups will be offered. For and students.
10 p.m. 11nd for the information the 5 to 6 year-olds, sessions. are
Calvillo and Lamm pltm to visit
desk they are from 8 a.m. to 8 from 9 to 11 a.m. or from 1 to 3 the University of Chihuahua, the
p.m. on Mondays, Wedne!ldays National University of Mexico,
p.m.
and the University of Guanajuato
On Saturdays, the snack bar, and Fridays.
For the '7 to 8 year-olds, classes
bookstore, and information desk
will be open from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. will be held from 10 to 12 and
All other areas in the Union will from 2 to 4 p.m., on Mondays,
be closed. All areas are closed on Wednesdays ,and Fridays. The 9
Sundays, and on Saturdlly, Sun- to 10 year-olds will meet from 9
day, and Monday of the July 4th to 11 a.m., or from 1 to 3 p.m. on
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Friweekend.
3100 Central Ave. E. at Richmond
days.
Children in the 11 to 12 age
The Union barber shop will be
C. WOODROW WILSON (Owner)
open from 8:30 to 5:30 on Tues- bracket will meet from 10 to 12
day through Saturday. It will be a.m. or :from 2 to 4 p.m.
Each class will be limited to 30
&
closed on Sundays and Mondays.
students and will meet at Carlisle
Week days II a.m. to 9.p,m.
Gym or in Johnson Gym. Each
Sundays 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Friday a combined field trip is
planned. Tentative visits are
Open most Holidays
scheduled for the zoo, a bakery,
Free Delivel'}'
255-5581
a dairy and other points of interest in this area.
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Training Program
For Peoce Corps
Here, Orows 130
The Peace Corps, operating on
the University campus this summer, has gathered students from
all walks of life and from everywhere in the nation.
1\;for: than 130 participants are
active m the Corps' projects. Four
of the groups are the Honduras
Community. Devel~pment group,
the Columbia Physical Education
outfit, former business and economics majors to establish credit
cooperatives' in Chile, and another
Chile unit steeped in promcting
fishing cooperatives.
Housed in Dorms
All male members have to date
been housed in Onate Dorm under advisors Gary House Oystein
L~lleskare, and Steve St~art. The
girls are housed in Santa Ana and
the married couples are housed in
Mesa Vista.
Among the scheduled curricula
for the trainees are concentrated
courses in Spanish, political science, government, and physical
fitness. The students also receive
lectures on diseases perculiar to
~heir respective departure points
m Latin America with special emphasis given to problems such as
dysentery and how to combat it.
Up to now, all have undergone
the psychological and physical
tests of scaling the wall of the old
stadium and swinging by ropes
through groups of trees near
Hodgin Hall and the Peace Corps
Training Center.
"When their program goes into
full swing," Advisor Lilleskare remarked, "we W!ln't see them from
.T a.m. when they leave for break·
fast until 5 p.m. when they check
in before dinner:"
Persons interested in joining
the Peace Corps are reminded that
the next Peace Corps examination
!s being given at 9 a.m., July 9,
m room 112 of the U.S. Courthouse in downtown Albuquerque.
Any U.S. citizen 18 or over,
and who has no dependents under
18 is eligible. Marded couples
may volunteer only if both join.
Applications are available at all
U.S. Post Offices.

Children's Classes
To Start July 5
Parents are reminded that
classes for UNM's "Children's
Adventures in Recreation" will
begin July 5 and run through August 19.
The program is open to all
children between the ages of 5
and 12 from the Albuquerque
area. Registration will be held
all day today in the Activities
Center of the Union and again all
day Tuesday, July 5.

Dance Is Scheduled

A rock 'n roll dance will be held
in the Union Ballroom Wednesday, July 6, from 8 to 10 p.m.
Students are asked to wear Bermuda shorts. The Viscount 5 will
perform. Admission is 20 cents.

Confusion on Wor
Result of Outlook
Or. Furboy Soys

PEACE CORPS TRAINEES are oriented in mannvering through
trees b! means of ropes. This is one of many phy13ical endurance
te~ts g1ven by the Corps to its trainees on the University campus
th1s summer.

Union Branch Bank Opens,
Advisory Board Is Named
The American Bank of Commerce opened its New Mexico
Union branch today at the University o;f New Mexico-first of
two branch offices to be opened
this summer.
Karen Schoen, New Mexico's
representative tc the National
College Queen Contest, snipped a
ribbon officially opening the
b.1anch facility, w'hich has been
sought for many years by students, faculty and staff at the
University.
UNM President Tom Popejoy
and J. Hugh Funk, president of
the bank, presided at a breakfast
in the Desert Lounge of the Union
Building prior to the ribbon-cutting at 8:30 a.m.
George Zarris, a graduate student in the college of business administration, is manoger of the
new office, which will relieve the
Union of check-cashing responsibilities for students and others.
"This new branch will make additional services available to the
resident population at the University," Funk said. "We are happy
to be the bank permitted to provide this vital facility, which we
feel is long overdue.''
The branch office will operate
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday, and from
8:30 a.m. to noon on Saturdays.
Honored at the breakfast prior
to the opening this morning was
the newly-appointed Student Advisory Board, which will advise
the bank on student needs, and
help formulate branch policy. The
committee will meet monthly, and
will work closely with Zarris,
Funk said.
Those named to the board ate:
Gwynn Padilla, of the Associated
Women Students; Dan Dennison,
Jr., student body president; Leonard Miele, of the Residence Halls

The New Mexico Union

Quarterly Is Now Available

Ask about '1hrifticheck"
-exc1o'Sive at ABC

The latest edition of New Mexico Quarterly magazine is now
available. The book se1Is for $1.00
and can be purchased fr!lm the
UNM Press.
"The Pilgrims," a sh!lrt story
by William Peden is featured in
the new issue. 'the story satirizes
a- group of graduate students
whose lives become complicated
by a 'rooster they win at a I\iwanis dinner.
Peden has written .short stories
whleh have appeared in numerous
magazines, including NMQ, Story,
and University Quarterly.
Draftee Depicted
"The Trap," by Barry Smith,
Is the story of a young Mexican

who is drafted into the American song protest from the American
army. He runs afoul of his Texan Revolution to the recent craze
roommate and a Negro sergeant, with folk-rock, and it analyses
whose hate for one another in• such notable music pt·actition\!rS
volve.s the Mexican in a crime he · as Bob Dylan, Joan Bael:, nnd
did not commit.
Barry Maguire.
The poetry of Edward Loomis;
J...uis Harss makes his second
appearance in NMQ, this time Dora M. Pettinella, Keith Wilson,
with an essay on the work of t'e· Larry Rubin, and Stanley Coopernowned Mexican novelist Carlos man is included in the edition.
Fuentes, Mexico's foremost metro· And the winners of the llelen
politan novelist.
Wurlitzer Awards for poetry and
Music Protest Traced
fiction at·e disclosed.
Protest and counterprotest in
The issue concludes with a sucpopular music are the subjects of tion of book reviews and editor
Michael Orth's "Crack in the Con:
sensus.'' A study of political prop· Roland Dickey's notes on the writaganda in popular music, Orth's ing success of past and present
article discusses the growth · of contributors.

Council; William Parsons, Jr., Interfraternity Council president; .
Anne Jarvis, Pan-Hellenic Council president; Harry Linneman,
Jr., of the City Residents Council;
John Campbell, chairman of the
Union Board; and William Bierbaum, director of the Union.
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Sonja Gay

New Folk Singers
To Give Concert
"Something borrowed, something blue," is the way Miss Sonja Gay describes the two talents
that will be employed in a folk
concert to be given next Thursday night, July 7, at 8 p.m. in
the Union Ballroom.
"Folk Thing 3" will be presented by Miss Sonja Gay and
Kell Robertson as part of the
summer session's cultural program. The public is invited, and
there is no admission charge.
Miss Gay has traveled throughout South America, where she
gathered much of her material.
She describes her style as ethnic.
Kell Robert!lon, with his background primarily on the west
coast, approaches folk music from
a more current Vein. He includes
blues ruusic, as well, in his selections. Both performers will play
some original compositions.
Upon completing- the performance, Miss Gay will fly to Washington, where she will tape two
shows for the Voice of Americtl.

Hootenanny Set

The UNM Summer Hootenanny
Sing Out will be held July 2t at
8 p.m. in the Urtion Ballroom.
Any individual ot· folk group
wishing to participate may try
out on July 7 or S. Tryouts will
be held from 6 to 8 p.m. Those in•
terested in trying out should sign
up in the Activities Center of the
SUB before July 5.

The world is iJJ no more of a
mess today than it has been hv"t,he
past. This was the central theme
of Dr. John Furbay's talk to
about 850 people at last Monday
night's ''Lecture Under the
Stars.''
"I thinlt the wo).')d is a pretty
good place if you see it in the
whole," the Trans-World Airlines
director of international education said. "The only difference is
that with modern instantaneous
communications, there is more
news · coming to us, and this development has caused people to
feel that there is more bad news.''
The rapid rate of change is
causing those who do not continuously up-date their educations
to acquire obsolete outlooks toward the world, he said, and
through misunderstanding become
confused about the world sitii'!ltion,
VietNam Visitor
Dr. Furbay, who has been in
Viet Nam twice during the past
year and many times before the
conflict began, said that he found
no servicemen there who did not
understand the purpose o:f the
U.S. position, and that the reason
the American public is con:fused
about Viet Nam is that people
have lost sight of "the way we
· got there.''
Tracing the development of collective security organizations,
anchored by the United States, in
t'he years following World War
II, he said, the postwar communist countries were organized; t'he
free world nations were not. In
the first year after the end of t!w
war, eight formerly independent
countries in Europe affiliated
with the communist sphere.
But, he continued, with the
establishment of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in
Europe, further communist expansion was blocked, A Middle Eastern treaty organization had similar results and in the Far East,
the Soutlieast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) succeeded
in frustrating Communist advances but was the weakest of the
collective security units, Dr. Furbay said.
SEATO Weak Spot
The weak spot of the SEATO
nations, South VietNam, was the
best target for communist aggression to test the strength and unity
of the union, the lecturer sa.iJ!.
The Communists breached the ·gap
in SEATO and the Viet Nam
situation today is the result.
Countering charges from critics
at home and abroad that the
United States is the aggressor in
the Asian nation, he said, ''We are
not alone in our effori;S-{)ther
SEATO members have committed
troops .· and supplies, irtcluding
Australia, New Zealand, South
Korea and Thailand."
The internal trouble attributed
to the Buddhists in Viet Nam is
the work of but a "small, radical
left-wing minority," he said. The
majqrity of the Buddhists are not
involved in inciting political unrest, he asserted.
Demonstrations Similar
Citing the .similarity between
anti-war demonstrations by students at the University of Caii~
(Continued on Page 4)

Weeks Events
July 5-''She Done Him
Wrong." SUB Theatre, 6 and
8:30 p.m.
July 6-Rock 'n Roll Dance.
SUB, 8 p.m. Bridge Lessons.
Union Lobo Room, 7 p.m.
July 7 - "Lazorillo.'' SUB
Theatre, 6 and 8:30 p.m. F~lk
'l'hing .3. SUB Ballroom, 8 p.m.
· July 8 - Street Dante. ln
front or SUB; 3 to 5 p.m. "'1'ake
Her She's Mine." SUB Theatre,
6 and 8:30 p.m.
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